The German Scholars Organization offers **full fellowships** for **25 outstanding researchers** of all disciplines who are ready for the next career step – as a junior group leader, assistant or full professor, founder of a start-up or as a professional in a research-related organization or in industry.

- Are you an upcoming scientist or researcher and about to take the next step in your career?
- Do you want to strengthen your leadership skills and expand your network?
- Do you **speak German** and are you interested in working in Germany – or already live in Germany (> 1 year)?

*Then join the GSO Leadership Academy!*

Our intensive training blends self-assessment, interactive group workshops, case studies, videos and lectures with individual mentoring and coaching.

You will gain a better understanding of your **personal approach to leadership**, experience what it means to be a **leader in a research-related environment**, and learn how to push your **personal development** further. During the groupwork you will motivate each other and forge essential professional bonds with each other and other key players in the field.

**Application Deadline February 23rd, 2024 (20:59 CET)**

You can find all relevant information about the program and the application process [here](#).